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	"With this extensively upgraded second edition, Dean Anderson and Linda Ackerman Anderson solidify their status as the leading authorities on change leadership and organizational transformation. This is without question the most comprehensive approach for leaders who are serious about making change a strategic discipline."


	—Jim Kouzes, Author, The Leadership Challenge and The Truth About Leadership


	A comprehensive look at what it really takes to lead transformation successfully, written by two of the "masters of the craft." The author's best-selling first edition has been significantly updated to deliver critical insights about how leaders can achieve breakthrough results from transformational change, even in these challenging times. The book introduces conscious change leadership and provides insights about the critical human and change process dynamics that leaders must be aware of in order to succeed, and reveals why most leaders do not see these dynamics. Most importantly, it highlights the shift in worldview leaders must make to deliver greater success.


	The book outlines the author's highly successful "multi-dimensional, process approach" to transformation, addressing change at the organizational, team, relational, and personal levels. It thoroughly addresses leadership mindset and behavioral modeling, culture change, and large systems implementations, providing best practices developed over three decades of successful consulting to Fortune 500 executives. Written for executives and managers, OD consultants, change managers, project managers, and change consultants, this must read book provides the foundation for successful change leadership and consulting.

	
		Based on thirty years of action research with Fortune 500 companies, government agencies, the military, and large non-profit global organizations
	
		Provides worksheets, tools, case examples, and assessments that you can immediately apply to all types of change efforts
	
		Contrasts two vastly different leadership approaches to change, and reveals why only one works
	
		Provides solutions for turning employee resistance into commitment
	
		Outlines the common mistakes in change and how you can avoid them
	
		Reveals the differences between transformation and other types of change so you can build strategies that really get results



	Beyond Change Management advances the field of change leadership, and takes the concept of managing change in organizations to a whole new level. It is a must read for anyone wanting to stay abreast of advancements in the field.


	Together with its companion volume, The Change Leader’s Roadmap: How to Navigate Your Organization’s Transformation, these books can be used as texts in corporate or graduate school training programs and courses.
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People SkillsPalgrave Macmillan, 2002

	This is a book intended for a wide readership, covering a range of occupations

	that come under the broad heading of ‘people work’. This includes health

	and social care staff, social workers, staff in professions allied to medicine,

	youth workers, counsellors, advisors, advocates, personnel officers and other

	managers,...
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Investing Without Borders: How Six Billion Investors Can Find Profits in the Global EconomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An insightful examination of the skills needed to be a proactive investor and find diverse investment opportunities in the emerging economy


	There is no little league on Wall Street and no white belts. Here or abroad, you are put in immediately with the black belts – the best and the brightest. Think like an amateur and they...
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Extreme Programming Explained : Embrace Change (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2004
Whether you have a small team that is already closely aligned with your customers or a large team in a gigantic or multinational organization, you will find in these pages a wealth of ideas to challenge, inspire, and encourage you and your team members to substantially improve your software development.

...
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Maya Professional Tips and TechniquesSybex, 2007
Get More Out of Maya in Less Time
   Work better and faster in Maya with the quick-hit tips and techniques in this practical book. Designed for busy Maya users, this guide offers dozens of how-tos, workarounds, and shortcuts culled from years of experience in a fast-paced, deadline-driven production pipeline. You'll discover...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Microsoft Office 2007Visual, 2007
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 220 Office 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions for...
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Java for the Beginning ProgrammerHeaton Research, 2006

	Java for the Beginning Programmer teaches Java to someone with absolutely no programming background. This book focuses on core programming topics such as variables, looping, subroutines, and program layout. This course focuses on real programming techniques, and not using an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to generate code. This...
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